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well tiktok coins are nothing but virtual money that you can spend to buy other virtual items such as diamonds and 

other resources on tiktok it s similar like we buy gems on various games like clash of clans you ll spend your real 

money there are free methods also to buy coins using your google play account and then you can spend those coins 

to buy tiktok resources you can then gift those resources to other users on tiktok as a form of appreciation or love 

there are certain expectations of tiktokers when they upload videos for a start you need to ensure you don t 

breach tiktok s content guidelines there should be nothing inappropriate in your videos no hate speech racism 

etc remember that some adults do misuse tiktok so be careful when uploading videos of yourself doing perfectly 

normal everyday activities that creeps might abuse e g is it really a good idea to upload videos of you and your 

friends in nighties at a slumber party remember that tiktok is a public social network anybody can view your 

videos 

there is no set magic number of followers needed to make a living on tiktok the essential factor is the strength 

of your following sure the more followers you have the more likely that some will buy your or your sponsor s 

products but they will only take notice of you if you re a genuine influencer i e you have to make your followers 

sit up and take note of your videos accounts with 500k to 1 million followers have the highest average 

engagement rate overall 

suppose there is a user who actively spend time on your videos and you want to show some love towards them you 

can simply send a diamond to them and express that you value them very much this is how the coins are working 

on tiktok 

as i have pointed out earlier these coins are used to buy virtual items and then gift those items to your fellow users 

suppose you have been overwhelmed after seeing a user s performance in a video and you want to express your 

support to them you can simply gift that user a diamond a diamond is precious not only in the real world but also 
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in the parallel social or virtual world the advantage of this is that the receiver may give you a shout out in return 

that would be beneficial for your page too because more people will come to know about your page and some of 

them will follow you for this to work well try to give such tips to renowned pages with thousands or millions of 

followers so that you ll also receive a good number of followers 

like snapchat and igtv the convention on tiktok is to upload vertical videos the ideal aspect ratio is 1080x1920 write 

a suitable description of each video and include relevant hashtags pick an exciting thumbnail image for each video 

make sure you pick the most appropriate categories for your videos 

this is how you should be purchasing the coins with your real money but there is always a second option to by pass 

these and they are called cheats these cheats are used to loot resources from mobile apps the same is available for 

tiktok also we can loot tiktok coins by using some means of online methods to make money now let s talk about 

that 

 


